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Do What You Love and Love What You
Do
Every day, I try to improve myself. Typically,
this consists of rehashing a bad experience or
something that went wrong and then trying to
figure out how to do it better the next time.
This week was different. I am rehashing
something that went right. As I wrap up the
week, and think about everything that happened, I’m not sure how we made it through.
We had numerous new ESS projects starting, contracts to negotiate, a trip to Chicago for a BSCAI meeting, new proposals to complete, etc. Every night, my family and I ran a program for vacation bible school at our church. This involved planning a message, purchasing supplies and preparing an engaging project for
about 100 kids out in a barn with no air conditioning. The interesting thing about this week is that I am not exhausted. I am energized and encouraged and ready for a new challenge. I did
have a few challenging moments and some self-doubt, but approaching the end of the week, I can look back and see how much
we accomplished and I am inspired.
I compare this experience to other times when I have been lazy
and unproductive. Those are the times when I am exhausted and
seem to be out of fuel all of the time. It just goes to show that
God made us with tons of potential and energy. If we are passionate, excited and engaged in what we are doing, the momentum can be unstoppable. We can operate on little rest, we can
work in miserable conditions and maybe even miss a meal and
some sleep. I can recall several times in my life when I have been
in “the zone”. Most of these times I was focused on serving others, and every time, I was doing something I loved. The lesson I
learned this week is that I need to spend more time in my area of
passion, serve others, and do it with enthusiasm. I may get a little tired, but I will always be energized.

Paul W. Taylor

ESS continues to grow as a result of
a great Team—a Team that does
the dirty jobs day after day without
complaint or excuse. Thank you!
Veriflow
Champaign
Altorpher CAT
East Peoria
Decatur Psychological Associates
Children’s Home & Aid
Champaign
Anita Purves Nature Center
Urbana
Phillips Recreation Center
Urbana
Altamont Clinic
Altamont
Dayton Freight
Effingham
Macon County Extension
Decatur
Tap-In Leadership Academy
Champaign

Watchfire Signs
Champaign
HSHS
Effingham

“Choose a job you love, and you will never have
to work a day in your life.”
-Confucius-
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Employee of the Month — Honorable Mention
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Loretta Newlin

Our jobs stink! No…..seriously. Odors are something we must deal with on a daily basis in our line of
work. Whether it be from a trash can or a restroom odor, we as cleaners, must be able to identify the odor and
eliminate it. Odors are probably the most complained about problems in our accounts. If you are noticing a sewer
smell in your restrooms, always be sure to check floor and sink drains. If the smell is coming from either area,
pour water down the drains. If the restroom is smelling like urine, be sure to swab out all toilets and urinals thoroughly. Also, be sure to check underneath the urinals and toilets. Urine will run down
and build up underneath and cause a smelly mess. Please be sure to mop thoroughly
around toilets and underneath urinals too to eliminate any urine that may have gotten on
the floor. The sanitary napkin dispensers should also be changed nightly
to avoid any odors as well.
Another area of concern this time of year is outside trash cans.
People tend to throw food in them in break areas. When it is hot, this will cause the food to spoil
and smell absolutely awful. Please be sure to check these areas more frequently and empty the
trash nightly if possible. This can also be true for the other trash cans in the building. Breakroom
trash cans are also known for odors due to food. If you clean an office building that has trash
cans at each desk, please be sure to check them for food if an odor presents itself.
Yucky smells can be an unpleasant part of our jobs. It’s very important that we ,as cleaners, take initiative
to eliminate them as soon as possible. This helps keep our accounts and customers safe and healthy.

Brittany Babbs
MEET OSCER
SAFTEY TOWN CONTEST
COMING SOON
Sheriff Maverick and Safety Sal will
be choosing a winner in the upcoming months. Be on the lookout for
Safety Outlaws and the contest too!

REWARD
$1,000

Company President
Paul Taylor was helping with his church’s
Vacation Bible School
when he discovered
THIS in the closet, or
rather, its parts… Now
Oscer the robot has
become an integral
part of the ESS family.
Built of vacuums, brute
barrel and steamer
parts, he’s a natural in
the cleaning business.
Plus he loves to talk.
Come into the Urbana
office sometime for a
visit!

Thank you for all you do!

Once again, ESS Clean has been awarded
CIMS certification with honors!! This certification is awarded for “commitment to
the delivery of consistent, quality services
designed to meet customer needs and expectations.” YOU are essential to what
ESS Clean does, especially the services we
provide costumers.
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